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English is the most important business language and it has become almost a need for
people to speak English. Research from all over the world shows that cross-border business
communication is most often conducted in English. Several elements are very necessary to
study for better understanding of English Language. One of these elements is ENGLISH
LANGUAGE LAB. This paper gives a comprehensive view of the language lab. Which aspect
of the lab can scholar with? and how to get optimum benefit of it is discussed here with
examples. For every learner, the purpose of learning is different. The strong and weak point of
every individual learner is different. Teachers should not apply common study technique for
every learner. So it is must to guide which technique is best for every aspect of English.
Learners of English in India learn English as a second language, so, first of all, it necessary to
evaluate English as a second language so that we can know some troubles faced by ESL
learners.

Teaching English with the advancement of computer technology is remarkably reached to
common people. In the preface, the computer was used for science and engineering purpose.
When it entered into teaching learning process it changed the scenario of education radically.
It made feasible to simplify many aspects of language teaching. Teachers can bring out the
facts and rules of language to students in an intelligible manner. Now language teaching is
more result oriented. Day by day language lab is getting more and more technological support
and delivering more output. If we consider the report of world economic forum technology
has changed the scenario of teaching learning process in relation but there is a need of some
guidance to handle the technology. If the teachers having the facility without any training
related to use of IT can’t perform well.

"The three reasons that the knowledge base is so limited and scattered are each related to a
different piece of the puzzle: inputs, process, and outcomes. The first reason is an overemphasis
on access as a key objective of technology policies in education. The second reason derives from
the methodological challenges that the investigation of the teaching and learning processes
poses, in particular in relation to the role that technology plays in the improvement of student
outcomes.  The final reason is the poor understanding of what the issue about the effects of
technology in education correct answer is and how to address it."  (Dutta 136 / 137)
Therefore this paper tries to solve some teaching issues of using language lab for teaching
English as a second language.
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Overcoming Human Limitations
The lab is an untiring teacher. With the use of language, the lab can conquer human

limitations. Any teacher can teach up to the certain limit. As we know that in every educational
institute working hours are fixed after the certain level of teaching trainer gets tired which
affects teaching learning process as well. With a computer that is not a problem. It is a tireless
teacher. It can perform with the same accuracy and efficiency throughout the day. A human
needs refreshment but computer completes task after task. Sometimes teacher may be on leave
with personal or medical reason but if the institute has language lab the vacuum can be filled
easily. The problem of job shift of any teacher can also be handled by the institutes.

If we think from learner's point of view, many a time it is observed learners hesitates to ask
the same question to their trainers. They feel ashamed or they might be afraid to ask the
question openly in class and they don't get the chance to ask questions personally. Sometimes
the behavior of teacher or the behavior classmate is responsible for that.  This is the reason why
they don't know the usage of many language aspects. When we use language lab, all the
queries can be solved personally at a time. There is no chance of hesitation or insult so the
learner can ask questions anytime. Every learner is not quick learner or scholar with language
but in general class, a teacher can't help these students much. Some learners get the point after
more and more repetition. A teacher can't do it every now and then but a computer is an
untiring teacher. The lab can repeat any topic until the learner understands it properly.

In any traditional Indian class, it is very difficult to manage a number of students. An
average number of students in class is 40 to 50. For any teacher, it is difficult to answer many
questions at a time. Even many students forget their question till the teacher answers other
student's questions. According to Seema Mohanty, a faculty at engineering college "Moreover,
English language teaching in India today still mainly depends upon the chalk and talk method.
Therefore, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, for the teacher to give special attention to
each student in such big classes."  (Mohanty 66) ‘Every head thinks differently' is very relevant
for any class. Any point can be different for some brains but can be easy for others. In the
limited period of time, it is impossible to justify the lesson. In the lab, it is possible to get the
solution of any question at any time. In lab teaching, it is possible to manage multiple learners
and justify their need at a time. Well, the structured software gives hint to achieve correct
answer, positive reinforcement for correct answer and explanation for the incorrect answer.

Proactive Lab Teaching to Motivate Intrinsic Skill in the ESL Classrooms
If we wish that all students can learn at their own speed we must switch over to Language

lab. All the problems discussed above can be solved by level wise lab teaching. We can divide
the syllabus according to levels like Beginner, Intermediate or Advance learner. Before
enrolling the student a placement test can be conducted and place the learner according to the
‘can do' level requirements. If a learner wants to appear in any English oriented exam the
syllabus can be taught easily by topic selection, if any learner's demand is speaking one can get
optimum speaking practice. Young learners can learner according to their ability. So by the
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usage of the lab, all the type of learner can learn at the common place and can proceed at their
speed.

The biggest limitation of any human is the time constraint. It is impossible for any person to
work continuously for hours and hours. A trainer can't teach for hours but a computer can do
the job tirelessly. As English is a global language most of the learners learn it as the second
language. It is not their main track learning so they opt for it as a part time or extracurricular
activity. A student learns English mostly other than study and a business person goes for
English learning after one's job. It is very difficult to match the suitable timing for all. Due to
this problem, many interested people avoid learning English. to achieve.

To solve this issue a common tutorial session can be arranged. For example, we can set
tutorial on Articles on Monday and Tuesday, lab practices can be arranged on Wednesday.
Here the assigned tasks will be about simple exercises of Articles. During these two days
learner can check one's knowledge and on very next day that is Thursday again in the tutorial
can get the queries solved. Here the trainer will teach exceptions of Article and on Friday and
Saturday again learner will get the more difficult task. In this way, Lab can save human hours
as well as gives a chance to learn at a suitable time. Students and working people can get the
chance of learning English with language lab facility.

The trend of using VLE (Virtual Learning Environment) for language learning is very wide
these days.  It is a web-based learning system. Its function is to replicate real- world learning
with integrated virtual equivalents of learning.  A trainer can assign lessons and can evaluate
learners virtually. On the other hand, learners can submit homework and check their marks
through the VLE system without going to school. It also involves parents actively as they can
view school news and important documents. It is also known as ‘Learning Beyond Boundaries.'
It helps trainers and academicians to bring teaching learning out of the class. Hence learning
can take place anywhere and anytime. Learning also can be personalized by learners. The Frog
Virtual Learning Environment is the very popular example of VLE.

The computer can store all necessary detail and can present when required. Any teacher
with little knowledge of English can handle it if required. Adult learners with some basic
knowledge of English can take training on their own.  That's why English Language Learning is
in great demand. All the educational institutes with computer lab can easily install Language
Lab. In most of the software, levels are being provided from elementary to advance level. In
any other special demand, the software can be designed according to prerequisites. This can be
the best use of technology. Technology can't replace human but it can work as a supplement
that is for sure.
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